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1. Preface
My concept for the show relies on three core concepts: framing Spamalot within the
world of 1975, drawing a parallel to the first-year experience, and performing resentment of 70s
female representation. More specifically, I want to parallel the plot of Spamalot to first-year
intellectual independence and discovery while critiquing Monty Python’s portrayal of women
through performative resentment. I hope to solidify the notion of living in the moment and
embracing the first years’ newfound individuality by making the rehearsal process as much about
their first-year transition as it is developing and creating a full-blown production. I think the best
way to accomplish these two concepts is to frame Spamalot within an interactive show-within-ashow.
Original Monty Python troupe member Michael Palin invoked that the point of the
Pythons’ work was to “Set up something that [would] never pay off and then jump into
something else random.” As much as Holy Grail leaves audiences confused, Spamalot imbues
the same nonsensicality while satirically mocking the mainstream Broadway demand for all
musicals to have a happy ending. I believe this notion encapsulates our current situation best: we
all hope for a happy ending, but we cannot predict the future, so why not have fun and relieve
ourselves of taking life so seriously? In the midst of this global pandemic and in light of ushering
in the class of 2024, Monty Python’s comedy is needed most. Sorry, no: Spamalot is needed
most. I want every person involved in FYP to claim this show as their own. Should I be chosen, I
recognize it is not my show; rather, it is every single member’s show to hold, and I want each
stakeholder to feel that ownership. I am excited to present my ideas to you and hope you have as
much fun reading my proposal as I did writing it.
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2. Summary
a. Act I
The iconic Holy Grail historian opens up the first act, carefully and comically
guiding the audience through the geography of medieval England, complete with
Bubonic Plague jokes. As the historian exits offstage, a cast of overly enthusiastic
Finnish villagers rush the stage in bright clothing: picture the Disney ride, “It’s a Small
World”- type clothing. The villagers boast their pride about Finland while slapping each
other with fish (“Fisch Schlapping Song”). The historian recognizes a miscommunication
and scolds the cast for singing about Finland when he specifically said “England.” The
disheartened villagers trudge off as the stage fills with smoke and darkens to the sounds
of chanting monks.
The iconic flagellant Holy Grail monks cross the stage smacking themselves with
large bibles (“Monks Chant”), ushering the audience into the correct country and time
period: Medieval England. King Arthur and his loyal servant, Patsy, trot onstage via the
sound of clacking coconuts until they come across the nearest castle. King Arthur
beckons to the castle’s watch guard to invite the castle’s master to join Arthur’s Round
Table (“King Arthur’s Song”, not officially featured in the soundtrack). One castle guard
turns into two as both question Arthur’s choice of coconut transportation, engaging in the
famous coconut and swallow debate. King Arthur gives up recruiting at this castle and
trots off. The two guards leave their post to gather the dead of the town into a cart
(typical Bubonic plague tasks), where one sickly man protests his body’s collection into
the cart because he’s “not yet dead” (“He is Not Dead Yet”). The two guards are revealed
to be Sir Robin and Sir Lancelot who then decide to join Arthur’s army together.
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Arthur, Patsy, and the new recruits canter off and approach Dennis Galahad and
his mother, Mrs. Galahad, voluntarily gathering mud in a field. Arthur entreats the
peasant Dennis to join his roundtable only for Dennis to deny Arthur’s political
legitimacy, claiming that he didn’t vote for a king and therefore rules himself.
Disgruntled, Arthur disputes Dennis, revealing that the mystical Lady of the Lake
endowed him with the sword Excalibur and therefore, the right to rule England. The Lady
of the Lake and her Laker Girls appeal to further settle the point, seducing Dennis into
Arthur’s army (“Come with Me”). The Lady of the Lake turns Dennis into Sir Galahad
who then accepts his knighthood and runs backstage with the Lady of the Lake while
Arthur basks in his kinghood (“Laker Girls Cheer”). The newly named Sir Galahad floats
on dramatically with the Lady of the Lake, singing a comically generic Broadway love
song suggesting they were up to much more backstage (“The Song That Goes Like
This”).
Arthur’s recruitment period speeds along as Sir Bedevere and Sir Not-AppearingIn-This-Show (traditionally, a knight dressed in conquistador-ian Spanish armor comes
on a immediately apologizes before exiting) join the rest of the Round Table members in
a jolly tune (“All for One”). To celebrate, Arthur takes the knights back to the Round
Table at Camelot, which is ironically a Round “Wheel of Fortune” Table (Vegas-style),
indicating that “what happens in Camelot, stays in Camelot.” Showgirls flood the stage to
celebrate with the knights (“Knights of the Round Table”). The Lady of the Lake joins in
on the fun, reprising “The Song that Goes Like This (Reprise)” to show off her pop star
vocals and boast her part in the recruitment. Before the revelry gets out of hand, the voice
of God shuts Camelot down and urges Arthur and his knights to find the Holy Grail. The
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Lady of the Lake seconds the mission and helps them begin their journey (“Find Your
Grail”). With encouragement and bellies full of libations and spam (a lot), the Knights of
the Round Table set off. The knights encounter a massive castle where the iconic French
Taunter lives along with his fellow not-so-French knights. Annoyed by the French
taunting and the knights’ refusals to let them spend the night, Arthur’s knights take to the
forest to build a large wooden rabbit (Trojan horse-style). The knights send the wooden
rabbit into the castle only to realize that they forgot one thing: to get inside the rabbit.
The French are infuriated and send Arthur’s knights away by throwing various livestock
at them (“Run Away”).
b. Act III (“two, sir”) II
Accompanied by King Arthur and Patsy, Sir Robin and his minstrels trot into a
“dark and very expensive forest”. As dark and expensive as the forest is, Sir Robin gets
separated from his leader. King Arthur and Patsy encounter the Knights who say Ni,
demanding that they receive a shrubbery from Arthur before they will let him pass
through their forest. Arthur gives up and feels as lost in his mission as he does in the
forest, but Patsy cheers him up singing “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life”. In true
cliché Broadway plot fashion, the pair’s positive attitudes help them just casually
“stumble upon” a shrubbery. The Knights of Ni are not satisfied with this gift, though,
and demand that King Arthur put on a Broadway musical instead.
Arthur ventures off with Patsy yet again, encountering the Black Knight who also
will not let them pass. Arthur defeats the Black Knight by severing all 4 of his limbs
before leaving to find Sir Robin again. Robin is found cantering through the forest, lost
with his minstrels who are never short of a tune (“Brave Sir Robin”). More or less the
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tune helps Arthur find Sir Robin, who after hearing the new task to produce a Broadway
musical, warns Arthur that they won’t succeed unless their musical involves Jews (“You
Won’t Succeed on Broadway”). King Arthur and Patsy immediately veer their course to
find Jewish people to help fulfill their task.
At this point, the Lady of the Lake rushes on angrily, demanding a spotlight and
eying the audience viciously. She laments about the pointless trajectory of Act II’s plot
and especially how little she’s been featured (“The Diva’s Lament”). The Lady of the
Lake’s Act II pick-me-up song reawakens the audience and allows them to laugh at the
satirical randomness of the show, looking forward to the rest of the iconic aspects Act II
has yet to deliver. Act II indeed does not disappoint, as Lancelot trots onstage with his
servant, Concorde. Concorde is immediately struck with an arrow from offstage with a
message attached. Aloof about Concorde’s injury, Lancelot is eager to save the damsel in
distress whose very message was included in the bow message.
The damsel is not a damsel and is indeed Prince Herbert, a flamboyant,
effeminate prince who refuses to get dressed for his arranged marriage in 20 minutes.
Herbert sings longingly in his room despite his overbearing father’s wishes (“Where Are
You?”/”Here Are You”). Lancelot storms the castle violently, killing wedding guests in
his path until he reaches Herbert, who to his dismay (delight?), is not a damsel. Herbert’s
delight gets the best of him as he slings his homemade escape rope out of his window.
Herbert’s father verbally abuses his son in front of Lancelot before cutting the rope and
letting Herbert fall to his death. Concorde rushes onstage with a limp Herbert, shocking
the audience that two assumed dead characters are indeed alive. It’s a miracle! Lancelot
scolds Herbert’s father for his son’s treatment and Herbert’s father exclaims, “My god,
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you’re gay!” Herbert welcomes Lancelot to the gay community and Lancelot is stripped
down by a group of disco showboys, only to reveal a silver codpiece and rainbow
chainmail slip underneath (“His Name is Lancelot”).
Meanwhile, King Arthur gives up hope for ever producing the Broadway musical
those Knights of Ni so badly pine for. He laments about his loneliness in this journey
while Patsy stands dumbfounded, as if his presence means nothing and he’s merely a
vehicle for carrying Arthur’s sack (“I’m All Alone”). The Lady of the Lake finally grabs
her moment to take the stage (and help Arthur in his quest), encouraging Arthur that he’s
been in a musical all along. The Knights of Ni no longer matter, and all Arthur must do is
marry someone and find the Holy Grail. As if marriage is some nonchalant, checkable
task, Arthur wonders who he can marry in a flash. The Lady of the Lake hints that he
should marry the woman who helped him find his quest. Arthur picks up on her subtleties
and proposes before gathering his knights one last time to finish the quest (“Twice in
Every Show”).
The quest brings Arthur and his knights to Tim the Enchanter who tells them that
the grail is ahead, only after they slay an evil rabbit. The knights mock the bunny only to
discover its murderous capabilities when Sir Bors is decapitated. Arthur calls in Brother
Maynard, the royal monk who carries the Holy Hand Grenade. Arthur pulls the Holy Pin
out and chucks it at the rabbit, only to find that the rabbit was stuffed and held by a
puppeteer (disappointing). In the clearing of the debris, though, a stone is revealed
engraved with A101. The knights piece together through God’s divine intervention that it
means seat A101 and they find the Holy Grail underneath the audience member’s seat.
Audience member A101 comes onstage for an audience participation improv bit. The
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knights celebrate their quest, Arthur marries the Lady of the Lake, and each Knight of the
Round Table announces the “grail” they’ve found within themselves: Lancelot marries
Prince Herbert and Sir Robin announces his new passion for Musical Theatre (“Act II
Finale). The cast bows and leaves the audience delightfully amused and confused,
contemplating the very meaning of the show, and ultimately, life itself (“Company
Bow”).
3. Concept
There’s a reason FYP continues to do shows-within-a-show (i.e. Pippin, The
Mystery of Edwin Drood, Kiss Me Kate, etc.) and it’s because it makes the rehearsal
process much more personal and approachable for both experienced and inexperienced
performers alike, driving above all, community building within the cast. Similarly, I
believe that framing Spamalot within the world of 1975, when Monty Python and the
Holy Grail premiered, will help contextualize both the historical and communal aspects I
want to tackle through performative resentment. Not to mention, framing Spamalot
within the world of 1975 gives the actors a visual world within which to step into the
SAB.
Why not transform the SAB into what it was originally intended to be within the
context of Monty Python’s historical debut? We can all admit that the SAB is an
unconventional space in which we have no other choice to perform in. I loved what
Patrick Grant did with Pippin, using the space to his advantage by integrating the crude
structure into the set by working with the space he had. Patrick discussed his ideas with
us, making sure to tie in his set integration with the first-year experience and disorder of
finding your path in life, like Pippin struggled to do. I can add to Patrick’s revolutionary
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vision by transforming the entire SAB to work with the stage, so that the minute the
audience walks in, they feel like they are in a performative space. In Peter Brook’s book
The Empty Space, he writes that “The quality of the work done in any rehearsal comes
entirely from the creativity of the working climate - and creativity cannot be brought into
being by explanations.” Patrick explained his ideas to us, but I didn’t see the fullness of
the working climate transformed into a performative space. A performative space is not
defined by the elegance of the theatre, but by its ability to keep the audience in the world
of the show the entire time.
The SAB was originally built in 1983 as a student activity building to host keg
parties for first-year orientees and other alcohol-filled student events. There’s a metal
grate in the middle of the beloved, slanted concrete slab that is the SAB through which
beer was meant to drain through in the case of rowdiness. This lasted only until the next
year when the drinking age was raised to 21 in 1984. I want to return to this original
intent wherein we transform the SAB into a tavern dinner theatre through which to watch
a cast of hippies put on Spamalot, much like cast members weaved through the Music
Hall setting of The Mystery of Edwin Drood. This will be brought to life by tavern decor,
banners, lamps, and even the concession table of the SAB transformed into the world of
this tavern dinner theatre. Speaking with Kate Giesler and Allie Potter, hanging banners
up on the walls are a technical limitation I am willing to work with Allie on, minding
time between fire inspections, rehearsals, and performances.
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“A typical Hollywood audience. All the kids are on drugs and all the adults are on roller
skates.”
-

John Cleese, Monty Python Live at The Hollywood Bowl (1982)

In conjunction with the tavern and 70s immersive SAB idea, I want certain cast
members to be on roller skates. Our very producer, Travis Short, rolled into the SAB on
rollerblades in the Entr’acte of Pippin. I especially want the Lady of the Lake and her
Laker Girls to be on roller skates to simulate floating in from the lake down ramps into
the audience, able to coast around and entertain.

First-Year Parallel
Much like Patrick Grant aligned Pippin’s experience with the first-year
experience during my first semester in FYP, I want the FYP class of 2024 to draw
connections between their newfound independence and the plight of Spamalot’s
characters. Moreover, how will these first years find their grail in the midst of living
independently for the first time?
Spamalot satirizes political and religious authority in the Middle Ages. The
Middle Ages marked a time when intellectual autonomy was virtually nonexistent and the
only way to receive news was to hear it from royal proclamations or through sermons in
church. There was no such thing as separation of church and state, meaning political and
religious ideologies were closely aligned, with the church endowing royal family lines
with the “God-given right” to rule in exchange for lofty monetary donations from the
royal families. The Catholic Church marred its reputation during this time, replacing
morals with greed and power, demanding tithes from churchgoers to reparate their sins.
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The Crusades marked one of the biggest flaws in the church where the very notion of
material greed manifested itself in holy war. As controversial and misleading as this time
was, religious authority and power instilled fear in the lower class, making it virtually
impossible for rebellion or even the option to question decision makers. Medieval
citizens were illiterate peasants who led predictable, unfulfilling lives, passing down
trades to their children for centuries.
Spamalot mocks the unprecedented and misguided political and religious
authorities of the time. Original Python sketch member, Michael Palin, remarked that
“There are religions, there are companies which are desperately trying to control what we
are, what we think. And we’re just saying, ‘Up yours!’” I want the FYP class of 2024 to
relish an opportunity to appreciate college as the first time they’re able to critique their
mindsets. First years will relate to Spamalot in different capacities depending on how
strict their parents or guardians were, but they will nonetheless actualize intellectual
independence and discovery at UVa for the first time in their lives.
The first-year experience is confusing as they’re swarmed with future decisions to
make, friends to surround themselves with, and values to solidify. All of these thoughts
are extremely overwhelming and I want the first years to be able to enjoy their first
semester at UVa, especially after an unorthodox senior year. We all know that UVa is a
stressful environment where top-notch students often vie for resume-building authority
positions. As an RA and someone who experienced my first-year at UVa, I know
firsthand how crushing it can feel to just be one in a crowd of many instead of the big fish
in the small pond from high school. Like many other students at UVa who stress
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themselves out beyond belief, it is important to put life into perspective and be resilient
despite failure and trying to “find your grail” at UVa.
One thing I always heard growing up was that my voice didn’t matter because I
was still young. I fought that notion my whole life, trying to validate my opinions and
“find my grail,” and it wasn’t until I truly learned to live in the moment that I was able to
appreciate every day and slow down the trajectory of my life. It is so easy for young
people to feel rushed, and as an RA who’s welcomed in two classes of first years, I’ve
noticed that each class is increasingly burdened by decision-making and a commitment to
prove their individuality.
I will prioritize the first years and their transition as much as putting on a show by
addressing the plot parallels in interest meetings and info sessions, leading discussions at
auditions and callbacks to settle the first years’ nerves, and helping them develop
characters through in-depth discussion. The first two aforementioned tasks are definitely
front-loaded while the latter task requires thorough and constant check-ins. We will
spend several rehearsals in character-building where they create their 1975 character and
we discuss the historical context of their role in this show, and how their fabricated hippie
character would then approach their Spamalot character.

Performative Resentment - Criticizing Monty Python’s and 70s Female Representation
What do you think of when you think of the counterculture/hippie movements of
the 60s/70s? A 1969 issue of LIFE magazine first popularized this ideology, publishing
the first use of a famous phrase in this sentence: “The counterculture has its sacraments in
sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll.” I agree that these “sacraments” are aspects of the
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counterculture movement, but that they promulgate a dangerous conflation of the
counterculture movement with two other monumental movements for women: the sexual
liberation movement and the feminist movement. Both of these movements gained
massive traction after the Cold War-era ushered in a decade of nuclear family normality,
but they were more or less used as vehicles by men to promote drug use and the
promiscuity of women for all of the wrong reasons. I want to tackle this ideological
conflation in my production of Spamalot by creating more roles for women, genderbending a few of the parts, and using performative resentment to legally add/delete
overtly sexist components of the script.
As is, Spamalot only has one named female role: the Lady of the Lake. This role
doesn’t exist in the movie version and was created by the Broadway producers to slip in
at least one female role, and she’s only a supporting actress. This role in and of itself is
symbolically the vehicle through which King Arthur gains his kingship and the male
knights receive their quest. The Lady of the Lake represents what most women were
viewed as during this era: a source of entertainment in the media through which men
gained resources to help push the plot along. Some of the Lady of the Lake’s lines are
snarky as is, breaking the 4th wall to critique her representation in the show and how
horribly she’s being treated by the men. I will add more throughout the script in line with
Monty Python’s comedy, using my cast to help me draft lines that they feel would be
necessary. The same goes for other aspects of the script where we will take notes and
delete certain lines in preparation for the semester, but also during the initial read-through
with the cast.
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To create more female roles, I will be casting 2-3 Ladies of the Lake who will
share the supporting role of the most vocally challenging part in the show. I want to
tackle toxic female competition by asking the Ladies of Lake why their 1975 character
feels the need to challenge her fellow Lady of the Lake, what this means in respect to
their female relationships, and how they want to resolve the conflict. From a comedic
perspective, each Lady of the Lake will carry a shovel around and when one Lady feels
like her counterpart has had enough stage time, she goes onstage and whacks her
counterpart behind the head with the shovel, pulling her off. Imagine the female
competition between Sharpay Evans and Tiara Gold in High School Music 3 and how
they cordially make up in the end. With the Ladies of the Lake, I want to discuss how
they feel being compared to other women, what animosity that creates for them, and what
strengths they could otherwise harness if female competition weren’t so prevalent in the
media. We will discuss changes to the script and how to ameliorate their tensions towards
the end, namely when they all have to “marry a knight” to “find their grail.” Perhaps all
two-three of them get married, or one will one have a monologue about the historically
stifling nature of marriage, or one might marry one of the female knights. We’ll have to
see based on who comes out to audition and what thoughts they are comfortable with
infusing into the show.
Secondly, I will create more female roles by purposefully gender-bending and
changing the lines of Patsy’s and Dennis Galahad’s characters. Galahad will be Denise
Galahad and Patsy will remain Patsy. Patsy is King Arthur’s loyal coconut-clacking
servant who I want to change into a woman to add in comedic lines about women being
in the service to men. Arthur ignores Patsy in “I’m All Alone” and Patsy sings “You
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know it seems quite clear to me because I’m working class, I am just the horse’s ass. He
sells me down the river. So what am I, chopped liver?” I want to play with Patsy’s lines
to further critique the role of women as the vehicle for carrying resources for the male
push of the plot line. For Denise Galahad, I will add lines preaching the need for a lady
knight to her already politically rebellious rant about being in an “anarcho-syndicalist
commune.” Arthur suffers at the threats of Mrs. Galahad who forces Arthur to relent, and
during “The Song that Goes Like This,” Denise falls in love with one of the Ladies of the
Lake.

Addressing Problematic Themes in Spamalot
I couldn’t ethically propose this show without acknowledging the problematic
history of Monty Python. I will spend weeks in rehearsal with my cast discussing to be
absolutely transparent. This will include inviting the Diversity and Inclusion committee
to come speak and participate in these discussions to help us work through the
performative resentment additions/deletions and any problematic features we must work
through. Although Monty Python pioneered discussing transgender issues and female
pleasure on public television, they still undermined the role of women and ethnic
minorities in their sketches, utterly disparaging their reputation in many communities.
Women, even in Monty Python’s anthology of sketches and movies, were not
represented as integral plot characters. Michael Palin remarked on the inclusion of
women in Python’s sketches, saying, “Originally, Python was, it was blokes at university.
So, if you had a woman [in the sketch], and you wanted to do a silly woman, it was
probably done by the bloke, [but] if it was a sensible woman, a serious woman, it would
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be done by Jo Kendall or Carol Cleveland.” Even the sensible, serious women, portrayed
by the real female sketch members were used as vehicles for pushing the plot along or as
mere visual entertainment: bringing in pie, being the naked cashier woman at the tobacco
store, dancing, or “Vana-Whiting” a banana onstage. This came as no surprise to the
mainstream representation of women in the 70s, but it makes even more sense in context
of Monty Python’s original American sponsor: Playboy. The Pythons first hit big in
Britain 1969 but struggled to break success in America. Monty Python relied on
underground radio hippies to spread their fame in America across a niche comedic
community, but it wasn’t until Playboy caught word of this British comedy troupe and
hosted a massive American release party in a strip club that the Pythons started making
traction in the mainstream. The influence of Playboy stuck with the Pythons for the next
decade as they continued appealing to their initial male audiences with scantily clad
women and Playboy bunny-esque costumes.
The Broadway production of Spamalot takes advantage of those Playboy
references, continuing the tradition of scantily clad women, busty costumes, and short
skirts for all showgirl ensemble members. I will challenge this Python legacy in
discussions with the costume head and the cast, discussing liberation of the female body
and their right to wear what they want outside of gratifying men.
I must also acknowledge Monty Python’s use of extreme ethnic and racial slurs
for the sake of comedy. Michael Palin said, “Part of the absurdity of Python, it was just
about universal human behavior. It was poking fun, it wasn’t going head on at a target, in
any shape or form, it was playing with people, making people look silly, making people
in power look silly.” I recognize this truth as a facet of Monty Python’s comedy in that
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their sketches weren’t meant to target any certain group, but to target universal human
struggles and make fun of them; however, the 60s-70s were a different time in the media
and especially for comedy, wherein the Pythons took the liberty of exploiting racial and
ethnic slurs at the expense of targeting certain groups. The Life of Brian features 3 of the
cast members in black face and their famous “Never Insult an Arab” sketch features the
“n-word” among other hideous slurs. The Pythons that are still living will counter my
argument saying that they even mocked western, predominantly white culture, but, in the
words of John Mulaney, “If you're comparing the badness of two words, and you won’t
even say one of them? That's the worse word.”
Finally, I must acknowledge how I will handle Monty Python’s history of antisemitism, as prevalent in the song “You Wont’s Succeed on Broadway (if you don’t have
any Jews)”. It would require feedback from the cast in the same way that our director
Grayson spoke with us about Gypsy during Anything Goes. Instead of handling the cast
feedback a few weeks before tech week like Grayson did, I would address these issues
upfront before any headway could be made in rehearsals. For Anything Goes, the song
“The Gypsy in Me” and the character Little Plum Blossom were changed to “The
Sevillano in Me” and the character Anna Margaret St. Belvedere. Changing these
references helped eliminate problematic slurs and misappropriations about Asian culture
from what was otherwise a wonderful show. I want to glean ideas and suggestions from
the castees, whether or not they are comfortable with the portrayal and mention of “Jews”
in the song or if they’d prefer a change.
Secondly, I’d want to meet with Hillel members and execs from the Brody Jewish
Center on grounds to discuss their opinions about this song. I’d also want to speak to
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identified Jewish members of the student theatre community to discuss how they feel
about its inclusion in the musical, whether or not they’d feel comfortable watching or
even being in Spamalot if the song remained the same, and any suggestions they’d have.
Again, I’m not Jewish and I’d want to make space for people who come from Jewish
experience to weigh in more than I do regarding that song to best find a solution.

4. Appropriateness of the Show
“Picking a show that even you’d want to be in is one of the best gauges of your
excitement.” - Patrick Grant
“Pick something that makes you happy to work on… you’ll be stuck with these ideas for
the entire semester.” - Caitlin Valleskey
a. Fall Show Qualifications
As much as this show reflects the first-year experience and transition, it is
a show necessitated by comedic relief, making it the perfect choice for a Fall
show. More specifically, the show for the incoming first years to do following this
Coronavirus Pandemic. The past few semesters, FYP has performed exquisite
productions, but they’re all relatively dramatic. Logistically, these first years
aren’t being introduced to UVa in the normal fashion: they didn’t get Days on the
Lawn, their orientations are being pushed into welcome week (this is top secret
information that I’ve acquired as an RA, so shhh), and they didn’t even get to
celebrate their graduations or proms. I want to welcome these first years to UVa
with a show that helps them cope with humor after months of cancellations and
family hardships. As cliché as it sounds, the lessons in Spamalot will help them
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find joy in the aftermath of these dark times through new friendships and to
“always look on the bright side of life.”
Monty Python’s humor, and more importantly, Holy Grail, have been
popularized in the media and helped inspire such famous comedians and shows as
Jimmy Fallon, Judd Apatow, Paul Rudd, Lil Dicky, SNL, South Park, Borat, 40
Year Old Virgin, The Simpsons, and Spongebob. Even if audiences are unfamiliar
with Monty Python’s work, the comedy has stood the test of time to continue
inspiring modern comedians and shows.
Think about the parallel of the Middle Ages into the Renaissance. The last
time there was a global pandemic was 700 years ago, when the Bubonic Plague
spread like wildfire across the world. Sound familiar? As much as Coronavirus
has put a lockdown on life as we know it, I can’t help but think what beautiful
artforms and technological breakthroughs will follow this period of quarantine.
Perhaps FYP’s production of Spamalot could be just one of the many productions
apart of the new Renaissance, such as these beauties:
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...only partly kidding...
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b. How FYP can Produce this Show
FYP can reasonably produce Spamalot because it showcases many vocal
and dance styles among the acting complexities. The opportunities for tech are
enormous considering the iconic costume pieces, comedic sound effects, vibrant
lighting, and the immersive tavern/castle world of a set that I have imagined.
At first glance, the vocal and dance requirements of Spamalot seem
demanding, but shows meeting this and even surpassing this caliber have been
successfully produced by FYP before to include Pippin, Anything Goes, and West
Side Story. Based on the sheer level of talent FYP recruits and continues to attract
each year, I have full faith in the publicity team and sheer popularity of Spamalot
to intrigue talented performers, pitties, and techies to join the proud ranks of FYP.
Speaking with past pit directors about this show’s orchestration, I have
heard that it is tough, but doable, and even that such past pit directors would be
ecstatic to step up to the challenge of Spamalot. That feedback speaks wonders
and only validates Spamalot’s 2006 Grammy for Best Musical Show Album. The
music is exhilarating, heart-warming, and hilariously written complete with
various styles ranging from jazz ballads to “Carmen Miranda”-style rumba.
From a tech perspective, my ideas are flexible and I recognize that the task
of producing Spamalot is daunting, especially if you’ve seen the Broadway
technical achievements from 2004. The SAB is not Broadway and never will be,
but then again, neither was Monty Python and yet they still managed to bring the
magnanimity of Holy Grail from film to stage. This show will be fun for tech in
terms of recreating iconic set pieces, costumes, and creating the world of the SAB
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tavern. My ability to be flexible regarding technical challenges is also ingrained in
Monty Python’s doctrine of cheapifying show aspects: if they couldn’t afford
something, they cheapify it in a comedic way. For example, they couldn’t afford
horses in Holy Grail, so they used coconuts to simulate the patter of horse hooves.
These coconuts are one of the most iconic aspects of the movie and without
Python’s commitment to cheapifying for the sake of comedy, Holy Grail and
Spamalot would not be the legendary productions they are today. Therefore,
within the scope of FYP’s budgets, this show is technically and financially
feasible if we maintain the doctrine of comedic cheapification without expending
quality.

c. Spamalot Encapsulates the Beauty of Student Theatre, namely FYP
The very notion of Monty Python originating as a team that writes, directs, acts
and produces their own shows captures the unique identity of student theatre,
especially within FYP. To be even more on the nose, Monty Python’s selfsufficient production style evokes the beauty of student self-governance and
making do with available resources. Although we are not starting from scratch to
produce this show, each member of this production will be integral to the final
product. I want every single member of FYP to feel like they have a stake in this
production’s success. I think one thing that upperclass FYPers lose after not being
in the cast, on an A-Staff, or even a part of integral pit and tech components is the
idea that their input or contributions still matter to the production. That notion will
be nonexistent during the rehearsal process of Spamalot where I want every
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member to feel integral to the production, from house greeters in medieval
costume participating in the tavern setting, to the run crew in costume walking on
mid-scene to dust off the stage.

d. Expected Cast Size
The expected cast size for Spamalot is incredibly flexible. The original cast was
only 23 people with the knights doubling as other iconic named characters, much
like the sketch members appeared in the original film. All-in-all without doubling
up, the cast could be as small as 23 to as large as 45 people.
Male Leads

Female Leads

King Arthur
Sir Robin
Sir Lancelot
Sir Bedevere

Ladies of the Lake (2-3)
Lady Denise Galahad
Patsy

Male Supporting Characters
Prince Herbert
Prince Herbert’s Father
Sir Not Appearing
Tim the Enchanter
Dancing Monk
Brother Maynard
The Voice of God (can be prerecorded)

Female Supporting Characters
Mother Galahad
Dancing Nun
Concorde - Lancelot’s Horse,
Patsy equivalent

Ungendered Supporting Characters
Not Dead Fred
Lead Minstrel
Historian
The French Taunter
French Guard - French Taunter’s Sidekick
French Guards (2)
Robin’s Minstrels (3)
Prince Herbert’s Guards (2)
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Sir Bors
Monks (3-4)
Laker Girls (4-6)
Knight of Ni
Knights of Ni (2 - 6)
Mayor
The Black Knight
Killer Rabbit Puppeteer
No cast member will be named “ensemble”. The entire cast is an
ensemble, or quite literally translated in French, they are “en ensemble”, meaning,
they are “together”. The whole is the sum of its parts and the whole would not be
“en ensemble” if it were made of small divisions of leads vs. supporting vs.
ensemble. As director, I don’t believe in gradating roles or denoting cast members
as ensemble members, especially within a community that is supposed to be as
inclusive as possible. There are enough named roles for every single castee to
have a line or vocal solo and no single cast member will be named ensemble. For
the smaller roles, for example, like a Knight of Ni, French Guard, or really any of
the supporting roles, castees that are not cast as leads will have 2-3 named
supporting roles and then be utilized as dancers throughout the rest of the show.
5. Business:
a. Rights Availability
The rights are available for a relatively cheap price at $1,590 via
Theatrical Rights Worldwide. The rights include 4 SAB performances, 3
Director’s Scripts, 20 cast librettos, and 2 Piano/Vocal Scores. Per consultancies
with past pit directors, I would like to add on the Broadway String Packet for
$150. I would also like to purchase the Conductor’s Score (there’s a Piano
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Conductor Score listed for $40 and a Full Piano Conductor Partirur Score for
$125).
b. What will be the most expensive part of the show?
I anticipate the most expensive part of this show being costumes and shoes
for the cast. However, as iconic as the named characters may be, many of the
costumes can double as costume pieces for other named characters such as dark
black or brown cloaks doubling for the monks, Knights of Ni, Tim the Enchanter,
and Prince Herbert’s Guards. Should my concept for roller skates be approved for
the Ladies of the Lake and the Laker Girls, I anticipate around 6-9 needed pairs of
roller skates, which can be expensive. I am not concerned about this expense
considering the low price of the rights. I would also be willing to speak with local
Virginia rinks to discuss purchasing their old inventories of skates.
As I mentioned earlier in regards to the effect of cheapifying set pieces or
even costume pieces for the sake of comedy, I foresee FYP saving money to
invest more in the costumes. FYP also has an inventory of brightly colored skirts
and white corsets from The Mystery of Edwin Drood from which I intend to pull
for many of the Laker Girls’ costumes.
c. Enthusiasm Sells Tickets and Makes for Great Publicity
“The best thing to do to introduce monty python to America was to make a very
big deal of the premiere”
- LP Records before the premiere of Monty Python’s Flying Circus
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Not only does Spamalot represent the iconic legacy of Monty Python, but
it also carries its own trophy case of 14 Tony nominations, 3 Tony wins including
Best Musical, 3 national tours, Grammy for Best Musical Show Album, and
countless productions in other cities. Monty Python’s legacy weaves its way
through modern comedic references and continues to inspire comedians today.
The Python sketch comedy layout inspired the genesis of Saturday Night Live and
still attracts new generations of fans each year. The witty banter and silly comedic
style of Python has lasted 5 decades and counting. The five remaining Pythons
(only four now) even performed sold out live shows in 2014 to commemorate
their decades’ long legacy and final hurrah for new Python fans.
To further sell tickets at UVa, I want to adopt two new FYP marketing
tactics: an extravagant show week and creating a detailed and helpful list for the
publicity team. In true Monty Python fashion, I want the premiere of FYP’s
Spamalot to be as hyped up as the February 1975 premiere of Holy Grail. Loyal
Python fans signed up to walk up and down 5th avenue handing out fliers
claiming that the first 1000 people to the premiere would get free coconuts. I want
to work with the publicity team to coordinate a pub stunt as extravagant and silly
as this but with feedback from my castees. Obviously, the castees and members of
the Spamalot production would be doing the flyering and I want it to lure people
in instead of invoking rolled eyes at the sight of another Newcomb tabler.
One way I want to publicize and hype up the opening weekend of
Spamalot is by hosting an exclusive dinner theatre for the Saturday show. Think
“Medieval Times” but 1975 tavern style with a fresh dose of satire and musical
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comedy. These tickets would have to be more expensive to compensate for the
lower seating numbers and must cover all catering expenses. After discussing this
idea with Aubrey, it would be tough but feasible with extra work required on the
business manager’s part and extra recruitment of a dinner theatre committee. The
dinner theatre idea would boost the hype of the show, creating a sort of
competitive ticket purchasing effort on behalf of the students to secure a spot
before all of the castee’s parents secure Saturday seats.
I also want to acknowledge my background in marketing. I am studying
consumer behavior and marketing at the McIntire School of Commerce and
would like to contribute expertise and help to lessen the load of the publicity
committee. I want to help brainstorm marketing channels and graphics over the
summer, creating a checklist of channels and ways to reach the incoming first
years so that publicity can start off strong even before the student activities fair
begins.
6. Acting Elements:
a. Main Characters and What I will be Looking For
King Arthur
The Ladies of the Lake (2 - 3)
Sir Robin
Sir Lancelot
Lady Denise Galahad
Patsy
Sir Bedevere
In both auditions and callbacks, I will be looking for an innate sense of
clowning and a stage presence onstage that’s dictated by the actors’ sense of self,
rather than what they perceive their character should behave like. One of the
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famous Monty Python sketches pioneered by John Cleese was “The Ministry of
Silly Walks”. Without giving the auditionees context, I want to see their silly
walks across the floor and how they naturally perceive silliness to be, without
seeking audience validation for hilarity. Because this show requires a high level
of concentration onstage to suit the pace of slapstick comedy and improv, I need
to gauge comedic chemistry especially between the Knights of the Round Table
and the various Ladies of the Lake. One technique I’ve enjoyed using in directing
is to encourage actors to act as silly and crazy as possible on the first take of a
scene or song. This technique allow actors to get their nerves out of the way and
feel free to explore their character without judgment. I want to pair up potential
knights together in callbacks for “All for One” and encourage them to clown for
the first take, then use what they enjoyed playing around with in the first take to
inform their character interactions in the next take, where they’re more focused on
their partner instead of what they look like. Similarly, I want to try this with the
Ladies of the Lake, testing their diva skills and yearning for stage time in “The
Song that Goes Like This (Reprise)” where they can clown as much as possible in
the first take, trying different vocal techniques to show off and then vie for the
spotlight in respect to each other.
b. What will be the most difficult acting parts and why?
The most difficult acting parts will be King Arthur, Sir Robin, Sir Lancelot and
the Ladies of the Lake where each of these characters must be able to demonstrate
character arcs given their little dialogue. Since much of the show focuses on
entertainment and an otherwise meaningless plot that leads to each character
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finding their “grail,” these arcs need to be believable. I will work heavily with
these characters to develop realistic discoveries and realizations within their
“coming out” songs (so-to-speak) so that they focus less on their vocal quality and
more on the story that their songs tell about their character’s development.

7. Vocal Elements:
a. Vocal Styles
Broadway vocal styles are seen in songs like “You Won’t Succeed on
Broadway”, “He is Not Dead Yet”, “Diva’s Lament” and “Knights of the Round
Table”. These songs are grand orchestrations featuring lots of belting wherein the
audience is entranced by a driving piano melody, swelling strings, and exciting
percussion. Disco is featured in songs like “His Name is Lancelot”, pop appears
in “Find Your Grail” and “The Song that Goes like This (Reprise)”, and
cheer/chanting appears in “Laker Girls Cheer”. Spamalot has a predominantly
Broadway vocal style where the other vocal styles are added for comedic effect or
to boost the audiovisual sensory experience of the audience.
Aside from the actual singing elements, another vocal element integral to
this show is the use of the British/Scottish accent. I don’t expect my castees to
have authentic accents, because after all, this is a satirical comedic musical, but
for those who struggle to develop accents in rehearsals, I will conduct an accent
workshop for the entire cast.
b. Main Character Basic Ranges
i.

King Arthur - Baritone (Low G2 - High F4)
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

The Ladies of the Lake (2 - 3) - Alto with large range (Low E3 - High B6)
Sir Robin - Bass-Baritone (Low D3 - High G4)
Sir Lancelot - Tenor, Baritone (Low C3 - High E4)
Patsy - Bass-Baritone (Low Bb3 - High G5)
Lady Galahad - Tenor (Low Bb3 - High Bb5)
Sir Bedevere - Baritone w/ Falsetto (Low D3 - High G4)
Not Dead Fred - Tenor (Low A2 - High A5)
Lead Minstrel - Tenor (Low A2 - High A5)
Prince Herbert - Tenor (Low A2 - High A5)
Historian - Spoken Vocals

c. Most Difficult Vocals
Without a doubt, the most difficult vocals will be for the Ladies of the
Lake who must infuse their songs with jazzy riffs, pop trills, and a certain vocal
texture that only a pop diva would possess. Because the Lady of the Lake’s range
is so wide, I will consider casting women with diverse vocal ranges that split that
spectrum in half (or in thirds) where I dictate the cutoffs of their shared stage
space based on what notes are coming up in their number next. In my vocal
director consideration for a-staff, I will need at least one fluent piano player who
can be the rehearsal pianist and work the songs with the Ladies of the Lake and
the rest of the cast before we receive the pit recordings.
d. Non-Singing Roles
The following supporting characters all have non-singing roles aside from
ensemble chorus work wherein they will sing according to their best auditioned
vocal part.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mother Galahad
Dancing Nun
Concorde - Lancelot’s Horse, Patsy equivalent
Prince Herbert’s Father
Sir Not Appearing
Tim the Enchanter
Dancing Monk
Brother Maynard
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Voice of God (can be pre-recorded)
Historian
French Guards (2)
Robin’s Minstrels (3)
Prince Herbert’s Guards (2)
Sir Bors
Monks (3-4)
Knight of Ni
Knights of Ni (2 - 6)
Killer Rabbit Puppeteer

8. Dance Elements
a. What dance style do you envision for your show?
Like the vocal style predominantly resides in Broadway, so does the dance
style, encompassing Musical Theatre dance and jazz. The second heaviest dance
style is tap which appears in “Knights of the Round Table”, “You Won’t Succeed
on Broadway”, and “Always Look on the Bright Side”. Tap experience is not
required, though, because it can either easily be exchanged for more Broadway
jazz dance, Patsy and Concorde could clack coconuts to comedically signify the
knights attempting to tap, or the choreo team and I conduct a small tap workshop.
Cheer appears in “Laker Girls Cheer” requiring only floor work and lots of pompom choreography, but castees with gymnastic or tossing skills would be a lovely
addition. Can-can dancing appears in “Run Away!” when the French guards come
out to scare the knights away from the castle in the midst of a livestock throwing
battle. Finally, Rumba, Salsa, and Disco appear in “His Name is Lancelot”.

b. Dance Abilities Required
Women cast in the roles of the Laker Girls and Dancing Nun must be
strong dancers with jazz and preferably some tap experience. The Ladies of the
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Lake don’t require extreme dancing abilities but need to be comfortable
physically on stage while performing so to rock out to the beat of their jazz riffs
and pop trills. Preferably, the Knights of the Round Table should have jazz and
tap experience but little tap experience is fine as long as the knights can handle
basic rhythmic movement. Sir Robin, Lancelot, Prince Herbert and the Dancing
Monk must be decently skilled dancers who can easily manage disco rhythms,
Salsa, Rumba, and jazz. The rest of the cast doesn’t necessarily need to be
extremely skilled at dancing, but basic rhythmic physicality is needed.
c. Non-Dancing Roles
Characters not aforementioned above to need specific dance skills entail
non-dancing specific roles, however, they will appear in company numbers like
“Knights of the Round Table”, “Find Your Grail”, and “Act II Finale” to
participate in group dance numbers. If a cast member is specifically
uncomfortable with a dance move or a certain level of physical exertion, I will
speak with my choreo team to help work out a solution for the castee to have
audience blocking or characterize elsewhere on the stage.

9. Musical Elements:
a. Concept:
I will discuss this approach with my Vocal Directing staff, but because
this show is difficult musically, I will adopt the approach the vocal team used
during Pippin: front-loading music rehearsals to ingrain difficult harmonies. As a
director in general, I believe that front-loading music during the rehearsal process
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relieves a lot of the stress for cast members to have more time to discover their
character’s intentions in a song and focus less on their vocal quality.
This approach will also benefit the pit who need cuts and key changes to
the orchestrations as soon as possible so that there are no sunk costs in their
rehearsal processes. With this process expedited, it’ll be much easier to get pit
recordings faster and have the opportunity to send non-rehearsing cast members
to pit rehearsals on Thursdays with one of my VDs.
I’ve also been toying with the possibility of making a cast recording in the
Clem audio lab once we have enough pit recordings. As a director, I will advise
my castees to refrain from listening to the Broadway cast recording as often as
possible because it’s extremely detrimental for an actor to listen to another actor
sing their part, giving into the other actor’s improvisations and personal twists.
b. Show Numbers
i.

"Tuning" - Orchestra

ii.

"Overture" - Orchestra

iii.

"Historian's Introduction to Act I" - Historian

iv.

"Finland / Fisch Schlapping Dance" - Mayor

v.

"Monks / He Is Not Dead Yet" - Monks, Not Dead Fred, Robin, Lancelot

vi.

"Come With Me" - Lady of the Lake

vii.

"Laker Girls Cheer" - Laker Girls, King Arthur

viii.

"The Song That Goes Like This" - Galahad, Lady of the Lake

ix.

"All For One" - Knights of the Round Table
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x.

"Knights of the Round Table / The Song That Goes Like This (Reprise)" Company, Lady of the Lake

xi.

"Find Your Grail" - Lady of the Lake, King Arthur

xii.

"Run Away!" - King Arthur, French Taunter, French Guards

xiii.

"Intermission" - Orchestra

xiv.

"Historian's Introduction To Act II" - Historian

xv.

"Always Look on the Bright Side of Life" - Patsy

xvi.

"Brave Sir Robin " - Lead Minstrel, Robin

xvii.

"You Won't Succeed On Broadway" - Robin

xviii.

"Diva's Lament (Whatever Happened To My Part?)" - Lady of the Lake

xix.

"Where Are You?" - Prince Herbert

xx.

"His Name Is Lancelot" - Prince Herbert, Lancelot

xxi.

"I'm All Alone" - King Arthur, Patsy

xxii.

"Twice In Every Show" - King Arthur, Lady of the Lake

xxiii.

"Act II Finale" - Company

xxiv.

"Always Look on the Bright Side of Life - Company Bow" - Company

c. Favorite Ballad
“The Song that Goes Like This” is my all-time favorite song from this
musical that, in my opinion, has the most beautiful harmonies between Galahad
and the Lady of the Lake, and best captures the satirical nature of the show. The
fact that this song is reprised two more times throughout the rest of the show
demonstrates how melodic it is. Here, the Lady of the Lake has just turned
Galahad into a knight (lady) of Arthur’s Round Table and the two come out from
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backstage in an inconspicuous manner, pretending they didn’t just shag each other
backstage. They overly dramatize and mock the very inclusion of this number as
the “romantic ballad” that every musical has, clowning the entire time until they
get so tired of being stuck in this simulation of a cliché musical. I love this song
because it plays on the ridiculousness of cliché romantic battles while fighting
against the typical musical plot. The 4th wall breaks are perfectly timed between
moments where Galahad and the Lady of the Lake grow to hate each other more
and more over the course of the song.
d. Favorite Dance Number
There’s only one song from this musical I can put on day and night and
just absolutely rock out to: “His Name is Lancelot”. This is Lancelot’s coming out
song imbued with nuances of disco, rumba, and salsa as dancers flood the stage to
welcome him to the gay community. I will discuss this later in my A-staff
considerations clause, but I want to be able to work with the choreo team on at
least a bit of the choreo, and if they won’t let me, I at least want a part in
collaborating on this song. My favorite line goes, “He can finally come out and
say that he is G-A-Y...M-C-A.” First time I heard that, I was driving in one of my
friend’s cars to a doctor’s appointment and had to rewind to make sure I heard
that correctly. I think that’s the beauty of Spamalot: the audience will never have
a dull moment and even when they feel like a song or dance are just going on and
on, a lyric will pop out and clue them right back into the party happening onstage.
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e. Difficulty and size of Orchestration (pit)
Decently sized orchestration that is perfect to accommodate the pit’s needs during
the Fall, especially given marching band season. Orchestration and String Packet
are available through Theatrical Rights Worldwide.
1. Conductor
2. Keyboard 1 (Piano)
3. Keyboard 2 (Keyboard, Accordion)
4. Keyboard 3
5. Reed 1 (Piccolo, Flute, Clarinet, Alto Sax) (2-3)
6. Reed 2 (Clarinet, Bass Clarinet, Tenor Saxophone) (1-3)
7. French Horn
8. Trumpet 1 (B-flat, Piccolo)
9. Trumpet 2
10. Trombone
11. Solo Violin
12. Guitar (Nylon, Steel, Electric (solid body & hollow body), Banjo,
Ukulele)
13. Bass (Acoustic and Electric (5 string))
14. Drums
15. Percussion (Bass Drum, Bongos, Chimes, China Cymbal, Cowbell,
Finger Cymbal, Glockenspiel, Maracas, Mark Tree, Piatti, Ratchet,
Shaker, Siren, Spoons, Suspended Cymbal, Tabor Drum,
Tambourine, Tambourine w/ Skin, Timpani, Triangle, Vibra Slap,
Xylophone)
16. Add On: Broadway String Packet: (Violins 1, 2 & 3, Violas and
Cellos) This is needed to fill out the piano
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10. Technical Elements
Disclaimer: My sister and I designed these set and costume ideas but I recognize that all
of them are subject to change under the Technical Director’s consideration. My ideas are
flexible and I am eager to work with the set designer and Allie in more depth to develop
these ideas.
a. Set Description and Stage Layout Backups
“A beautiful place may never bring out an explosion of life… The science of theatre must
come from studying what it is that brings about the most vivid relationship between
people - and is this best served by asymmetry, even by disorder? If so, what can be the
rule of this disorder?”
- Peter Brook
Below is my baseline stage orientation and set layout.
a.1.

a.1. depicts my ideal SAB stage layout across the front wall with an 18 x 40 ft stage, oriented
with the 6ft side of the platforms on the 18ft depth and the 8ft side of the platforms on the 40 ft
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width of the stage. Although we are not allowed to build stairs off the stage, I spoke with Allie
and Kate about building ramps and they confirmed that this was doable. To suit my idea of roller
skating, I’d love for there to be two curved ramps extending off the front of the stage that both
wrap around a semicircle platform extending off the front edge of the stage. I would also like a
curved perimeter of walking space around the front curved platform and rampways so that the
roller skaters can have clear exits and entrances onto the stage with leeway before heading into
the aisles.

a.2.

24” Platform
18” Platform

a.2. depicts the varying heights of the platforms wherein I would like 10- 6ft x 8ft platforms that
elevate to 24in. above the ground, and 5- 6ft x 8ft platforms that elevate to 18in. above the
ground. 9.a.2 also shows the gradient of the ramps wherein there’s a small ramp declining from
the 24in platform to the 18in platform and then from the 18in to 0in on the concrete floor.
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a.3.

a.3. is part of the tavern set design I was inspired to design based off of the design of the
Shakespeare Tavern in Atlanta, GA (pictured below).

To further put the audience in the world of the show within the show, I want the baseline of the
set to be the actual tavern, with set pieces tacked on to emanate the look of a medieval castle. For
example, the top of the set will be rimmed with alternating, gray-colored stones as if they were
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the top of a castle. Much like the pictures above of the Shakespeare Tavern depict a balcony, I’d
want the center slat to have a small crawl space accessible by a ladder behind the stage so that
the French Taunter can taunt the knights from above the set. If this is not doable, a mere peek of
the head above the set will be fine. Same goes for Robin and Lancelot’s discussion over the
castle walls during the coconut and swallow scene in Act I.

a.4. Alternative Stage Layouts

24” Platform
18” Platform

18” Platform
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18” Platform

b. Set Pieces
b.1. Map on an Easel
For the Historian’s Opening of Act I, we will need
an easel with the map of Monty Python’s iconic
Medieval England map on it. I imagine the
historian pointing to the map during his or her
monologue with a wooden pointer stick
(mentioned in the prop list below). In the
Broadway production, they use projections for
images like the “932 AD” and Medieval Map
signs, but those projections not only cost more in
the licensing rights, but also don’t make sense in the world of 1975.
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b.2. Cart for the Dead
We will need a cart for carrying the
dead during the song “I am Not Dead
Yet” in Act I. This cart needs to be
stable enough to carry 4-5 bodies on it,
including Not Dead Fred who stands
up and jumps off the cart during his
solo song. The other bodies animate
themselves during the song while
sitting on the cart. If the Wells Fargo
Wagon from The Music Man is still in
storage and hasn’t been repurposed yet,
I imagine we could repurpose its
structure for this show, painting over
the red paint.
b.3. Rolling Mud Mound w/ Stairs down the middle (Doubles as Mountain during “Find
Your Grail” and Killer Rabbit Mound in Act II Scene 10)
This mountain set piece would be a three set
pieces in one, tripling as the mud mound on
one side for Denise Galahad’s retrieval scene,
and the mountain on one side for both “Find
Your Grail” and the Killer Rabbit mound.
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This mound would need to be on
wheels to be transported on and off
stage from the stage right ramp. I
imagine a set of stairs splitting the two
sides of the set piece in half especially
for the “Find Your Grail” scene where
the knights “climb” the mountain. Pictured above is a sketch I did in word of what I imagine
the mound piece would look like with the stairs splitting the center.

b.4. Pram
A pram is a fancy British word
for baby carriage. More
specifically, a pram is an oldfashioned, white baby carriage.
This is less of a set piece and
more of a prop, but it is large
enough to be considered a set
piece wherein a castee must be able to be wheeled out on it and climb out of the top during
“Knights of the Round Table” and “Act II Finale”.
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b.5. Round Wheel of Fortune Table

This set piece is used during the “Knights of the Round Table” in which the knights are
celebrating their gambling victories in Camelot. This set piece could be constructed much
like the decorative center piece from Pippin that is now proudly hanging in The Zoo. Ideally,
I would like this piece to have electric lights built in, but I am flexible with this idea.
b.6. Terry Gilliam-style 2D Foot and Pointing Hand

Terry Gilliam was an original Monty Python sketch
member who created all of the iconic animations,
including the hand and feet images above. These
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pieces are used throughout Act I and II to indicate the presence of God’s word onstage. I
would want these large set pieces built as large wooden puppets that could be cast over the
castle “balcony” when the voice of God is speaking.

b.7. Large 3D Wooden Rabbit (Trojan Horse Style)

This wooden rabbit needs to be hollow inside and on
wheels to roll up the stage right ramp and up to the
castle gates at the end of Act I. This wooden rabbit is used to tease the French Taunter in a
plot to sneak into the castle at knight. To the genius of King Arthur’s knights, no one gets
inside the rabbit, and the French end up tossing the rabbit at the knights at the close of the
act. I recognize that casually tossing a large wooden rabbit isn’t feasible or remotely safe, so
I would want to work with my choreo team to work in a tug-of-war type pushing battle of the
rabbit offstage during “Run Away!”
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b.8. Dark and Very Expensive Forest
Much like everything else in
Spamalot the dark and very
expensive forest is an ironic
jab at the cheapification of the
set. This would just require 4-5
fake trees that have fake dollar
bills stapled to the leaves. Some productions of Spamalot even make Terry Gilliam-style
animated 2-dimensional flats of these trees. I would be fine with either option.

c. Costuming
Costuming for the Knights, King Arthur, and other iconic characters will remain as close
to the film as possible, honoring the artistic integrity of The Holy Grail. The costumes
from the film were already 70s inspired and I would not like to interfere with those
designs. For other characters and dancers not detailed in the film – like the Ladies of the
Lake, Laker Girls, and other dancers – I was inspired by disco outfits, flowy silk, and
Medieval drag clothing from the 70s that I will detail below.
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c.1. Mayor and Finnish Citizens
I’d like to repurpose the multicolored barbershop vests from The Music Man for the male
citizens and the mayor in the Finland opening scene of Act I. The men’s costumes would be
complete with multicolored tights, a white button-up underneath, and black culottes. For the
women, I would like to repurpose the multicolored skirts from The Mystery of Edwin Drood and
add a unifying red vest and white blouse underneath to fit the Finnish landscape better.
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c.2. King Arthur and Patsy

c.3. Left to Right – Lancelot, Robin, King
Arthur, Galahad, Bedevere

c.4. Lady Denise Galahad

Lady Galahad’s costume will suit the duality of her femininity and fierceness as a crossover
between the iconic Galahad costume and a more-shapely Joan-of-Arc-esque armor. This is a
design I would want to work on with the costume designer and the woman cast as Galahad to
best make her comfortable in expressing her knightship.
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c.5. Prince Herbert

c.6. Mother Galahad

c.7. Tim the Enchanter/Knights of Ni
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c.8. French Taunter/French Guards

c.9. Robin’s Minstrels

c.10. Historian – 70s Business Casual

c.11. The Black Knight
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c.12. Not Dead Fred

c.13. Laker Girls/Showgirls
For the Laker Girls, I’d
want their corsets to be a
neutral color like black or
cream-colored and then
have pleated skirts in
multiple colors (green for
“Laker Girls Cheer” and
multicolored for “Knights
of the Round Table”).

c.14. Ladies of the Lake
Depending if there are 2 or 3 Ladies of the Lake, I want them to have matching 70s bedazzled
disco outfits that are reminiscent of ABBA or Mamma Mia costumes. The women would then
have various add-ons for these base costumes such as capes, collars, or a fringe jacket.
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c.15. Show Boys in “His Name is Lancelot”
I want every single show boy’s outfit to be a different variation of a casual disco outfit, as if
they’re welcoming Lancelot to a casual disco outing.

d. Sound Effects
I am aware that sound will have to work with a new sound system this upcoming
semester but I am confident in Allie’s leadership and the expertise of the incumbent
sound teams to accomplish this. In a worst-case scenario, I can employ help from
drama dept. and Michael Rasbury to help aid in the sound transition learning.
Because sound is my weakest technical area, I will work with the sound team
closely to ensure that I can communicate my needs for sound effects clearly. The
sound effects I’m aware of right now are:
Act I
o Scene 2: Fisch Schlap
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o Scene 9: Thunder, Lightning, Voice of God (I would prefer to do a prerecording to allow the sound designers to add echo and booming effects)
o Scene 11: “Boing” and Barnyard animal sounds as French Taunters throw
animals over the castle walls
Act II
o Scene 2: Crickets, Forest Sounds, Birds, Thunder, Lightning, Torrential Rain,
Sword Clinks
o Scene 6: Bowstring pull-back, Arrow hitting armor
o Scene 8: Sword Clinks, Slice
o Scene 10: Explosion, Sparks, Vicious Animal Snarls (Rabbit)
e. Microphone Requirements
The nine wireless mics that FYP has will be suitable for Spamalot. In the case that
some wireless mics don’t work, the orientation of the stage along the side allows for
better acoustics from both a pit and audience perspective. The pit can catch cues
better in a long wall orientation and the audience is closer to the stage. King Arthur,
the Ladies of the Lake, Patsy, Lancelot, Robin, and Denise Galahad will need to be
mic’d at all times. I will better be able to discern who needs mics temporarily and
permanently after casting the show based on the number of named roles and who will
be doubling up when. Most scenes only require 3-5 microphones, so I am not worried
about hustle about mic sharing. The two largest group numbers are “Knights of the
Round Table” and “Act II Finale” when a total of 8-9 characters will need to be mic’d
(including the doubling or tripling of the Ladies of the Lake).
f. Lighting
A special part of my direction of Spamalot will exclude blackouts
altogether. I believe that a mark of a good director is his or her ability to direct
transitions, and anytime I’ve watched a show, the inclusion of blackouts is utterly
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distracting. As much as I want the audience to be in the world of the tavern and
Spamalot throughout the entire experience, I don’t want blackouts to take them out of
the story; hence, the story will continue throughout the transitions. Lighting will dim
and reflect the mood of the previous scene during transitions wherein the characters
onstage can interact in their Spamalot or 1975 character and facilitate the smooth
transition to the next scene. For example, if the previous scene was somber, I’d like
the lighting to be a dim blue. Conversely, in regal scenes like King Arthur’s gathering
of the knights or the reception of his quest, I’d like the transition lighting to be a dim
purple.
Aside from my transition directorial approach, I recognize the importance of
lighting in creating the visual world of the show. As much as the set contributes to
visual storytelling, I want to work with the lighting designers to create a vibrant world
in which the Spamalot characters come to life. I have absolutely no lighting design
experience, so I will rely on the expertise of the lighting designers while contributing
mood- or tone-setting inspiration for their design.
Other extraneous lighting needs include a strobe light during “Find Your Grail” in
Act I Scene 10 and disco lights during “His Name is Lancelot” in Act II Scene 8. If
the strobe light is too much to ask, I am completely fine with cutting it, as I recognize
that this requires a strobe warning in the program. During pre-show, intermission, and
post-show, I want the setting of the tavern to come to life with surround lighting
fixtures both in the rafters and around the SAB in lantern-form. When I was in
SOTL’s Romeo + Juliet, the lighting plot included Christmas lights in the rafters that
would turn on during scene transitions, and this is a feature I’d like to include in
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Spamalot. The open-air picture below is inspiration for this lighting plot and the
picture to the right is what the actual Christmas lights looked like in the rafters during
Romeo + Juliet.

g. Preliminary Prop List
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lanterns (6-8)
Tavern Banners (8-10)
Wooden Teacher’s Pointer (1)
Small Rubber Fish (10)
Large Rubber Fish (5)
Wooden Flaggelance Boards or Large Medieval Bibles (3-4)
Halved Plastic Coconuts (2-5)
Patsy and Concorde’s Backpacks (2)
Triangle (1)
Large Shovels (2)
Trowel (1)
Plastic Swords (5)
Knight Shield (1)
Mini Knight Shields spelling out “Camelot” (7)
Mossy Pom-Pom Sets (4-6)
Whips (4-6)
Ref Whistle (1)
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Vicious Chicken of Bristol (Rubber Chicken) (1)
Serving Platters with Cocktail/Martini Glasses Glued Atop (4)
Glittery Pop Star Microphones (3)
Treasure Chest (1)
Holy Grail (1)
Decorated Holy Grail Box (1)
Protest Posters (6-10)
Small Buckets (4)
Spray Bottles (6)
Painted Cyclorama (1)
Industrial Brooms (2)
Large Stuffed Cow (1)
Stuffed Barn Animals (10-15)
Large French Flag on Flagpole (1)
Long Medieval Trumpets (3)
Staff with an Owl’s Head (1)
Long Umbrellas (5)
Fife (1)
Lute (1)
Tambourines (2)
Tabor (1)
Shrubbery (1)
Fake Arms (2)
Fake Legs (2)
Large Basket (1)
Bale of Hay (1)
Cane (1)
Skull Cap (1)
Bow and Arrow set with Scroll attached (1)
Fake Rose Bouquet (1)
Halberds (Staffs with Flowers and Pikes attached, Doubles as Tim the
Enchanter’s Staff that glows) (2)
Makeshift Cloth Escape Rope (1)
Silver Codpiece (1)
Killer Rabbit Puppet (1)
Sir Bors Prop Head (1)
Holy Hand Grenade (1)
Holy Hand Grenade Box (1)
Golden Nomination Envelope (1)
Polaroid Camera (1)
Fake White Rose Wedding Bouquets (5)
Fake White Carnation Corsages (5)
Confetti Cannons (4-6)

h. Run Crew Requirement
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Like I mentioned above, I don’t want to include blackouts in this production
because I believe it slows down the effectiveness of the storytelling. I like what the
drama department did with Tartuffe a few years ago with crew members in costume
to blend in with the production and would like to include that in Spamalot as well. I
would like to efficiently run the show with 3 run crew members and a Run Crew
Chief who are all in costume, blending in with the Spamalot cast as either fellow
peasants or knights depending on the scene. Much like blackouts take the audience
out of the scene and story, so do crew members in all black.
I expect to rely on the Run Crew chief and run crew members as I do my castees
for being responsible and knowledgeable about the show.
i. Technical Challenges
I foresee a few technical difficulties with Spamalot to include the Knights
of Ni, ramps and roller skates, The Black Knight, Concorde’s arrow to the heart,
smoke machines/dry ice, and the Killer Rabbit Scene. I have seen several productions
of Spamalot that accomplish these challenges differently and yet, successfully;
moreover, the solutions are flexible. I am concerned about the Knights of Ni and
whether or not the head Knight will be able to use stilts, but that is a facet I am
willing to cut. Obviously, the biggest concern for my idea is the addition of ramps
and inclusion of roller skates but this is just an idea and not necessarily an integral
portion of my proposal. The safety of my actors is of utmost importance and in order
to buffer the threat of injuries, I would like to line the ramps with thin rubber speed
bumps or carpet to slow down declines. The Black Knight scene seems difficult since
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King Arthur must sever all four of the Knight’s limbs, but this is technically feasible
with fake arms attached to the Knight’s costume, and an adjustable door. To avoid my
rambling about technical feats, this video explains how this trick can be done on any
stage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlLP51Hvj0g
The inclusion of smoke machines or dry ice is not integral, but it’s a nice addition
during the “Monks Chant” and “Come with Me” for an mythical element. My final
concern regards the Killer Rabbit’s decapitation of Sir Bors, but this is feasible with a
simple trick. Sir Bors is a character who only appears during the Killer Rabbit scene,
so he is virtually disposable to the audience. If the actor wears a tunic that extends
above their heads and wears a helmet on top of their head, the rabbit puppeteer can
yank the “head” off, leaving the actor “headless”, while grabbing a string of red fabric
from the tunic to simulate blood.
11. Community
a. Cast Bonding and Community Building
Building community with this cast will be a paramount task
especially following a summer of quarantine and the COVID-19. This
upcoming semester more than ever, I believe that community and bonding
will be more important than the production itself among new FYP
members.
I will facilitate this among the cast members by eliminating the
notion of ensemble members, and instead replacing it with the idea of a
group ensemble. Every castee will have at least one named character (2-3
depending if the roles are supporting or not). I will wait at least a week to
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notify the castees of their roles, allowing time for social bonding without
the hierarchical infrastructure of roles.
When it comes to first years considering a SOTL or drama
department production instead, I will invite them to come to the first week
of rehearsals to get the feel of the community without the pressure of
making a decision. Hopefully this communal integration will coax them to
be a part of the loving community that is FYP, and if not, I will be happy
to have given them the option.
When it comes to role reveal, I will adopt the practice instituted by
The Music Man and Kiss Me Kate a-staffs by handing out envelopes with
roles written on them. This allows the first years to realize their role in
private and further gives them the choice to announce it at their leisure.
b. Cast Bonding Detractions
To further diffuse tension about roles, the first read-through will be
conducted in the style of Dave Dalton. I’ve worked on two productions with Dave
and I like that we never read our actual roles, rather, we alternated lines based on
line number. This process helped each actor gain a better understanding of the
show as a whole and focus less on their own lines and how they were saying
them.
Regarding castees who only come to a few rehearsals, I will incentivize
tech meetings and pit rehearsals as opportunities for IHOP or Cookout runs with
available a-staffers. For example, if a few cast members aren’t called on
Wednesday or Thursday and my ADs aren’t scheduled for any blocking scenes,
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I’ll have them offer to meet castees at the tech meeting or pit rehearsal and take
the castees to get food after. Not only will this encourage cast bonding, but it will
encourage integration between first year techies, pitties, and casties.
I will encourage the buddy system and coordinate cast pregames before
each official and unofficial FYP party to further promote cast bonding. This
solidifies the sense of togetherness (ensemble, if you will) and helps make castees
who otherwise didn’t party in high school more comfortable with their peers and
less alone.
c. Cast/Pit/Tech Integration
Like I mentioned above, I will incentivize castees and a-staffers who have
off-nights to go to pit rehearsals or tech meetings. I will also open rehearsals as
early as possible, like Austin and Caitlin did with Kiss Me Kate. Of course, I will
only open all-cast rehearsals so not to embarrass soloists or actors during more
intimate blocking scenes. I hope that through opening rehearsals early on,
unfamiliar faces will become familiar even before the first parties. When
rehearsals are open, I will invite everyone in attendance to participate in the
warmups and highs/lows sharing to further make them feel welcome to the space.
Aside from continuing the tradition of tech and pit roll, I’d like to integrate
pitties into fake first like The Music Man and Kiss Me Kate staffs did. As trivial as
fake first seems, it is often the first years’ first party impressions of each other and
I believe that if that experience is shared with the pitties, it makes the bonding
more meaningful.
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d. Fun Prospects for Tech
This show is a party onstage and off, from creating silly costumes,
designing the large wooden rabbit, or even coordinating flashing disco lights
during upbeat songs. I think tech will have a blast working on this production and
I want to further integrate in-house techies into the show by having them in
medieval costume throughout the tavern world. I think this will make them feel
further integral to the performance of the show and more importantly, the
ensemble of the tavern world.
12. Staff Elements:
Because I have not had explicit experience on an a-staff, I will look for candidates who have
been on a-staffs before and can lend their experiences dealing with FYP traditions to my
leadership. Above all, I will search for a-staffers who compensate for my personal
weaknesses and aren’t afraid to hold me accountable as a leader for any mistakes I make.
a. Assistant Directors – 2-3
I will be looking for ADs with acting experience in both straight plays and
Musicals, but most of all, someone who isn’t afraid to insert their read or opinion of a
scene. Above all of the other a-staff positions, I want my ADs to be well-versed in the
plot of Spamalot before their interviews so I can hear their thoughts on character
development outside of just infusing comedy into the plot. The ADs must be willing
to participate in group warmups and be role models for the first-years in terms of
honesty and responsibility.
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ADs on my staff will also be a part of weekly meetings with the stage managers to
coordinate and discuss blocking for the upcoming week. I will not recruit ADs who I
think will just be passive or bodies in a room. I want ADs who lend opinions and
challenge me to be a better director while challenging the castees to explore the
deepest intentions and desires of their characters.
During Tech/Hell week, I want the ADs to take vigilant notes and refrain from
using common praise words in the rehearsal notes. I will expect throughout the
semester and even more so in December that they give constructive, critical notes,
encouraging the castees to question their motives and avoid acting clichés for the sake
of being funny or “meaningful”.
b. Vocal Directors – 3
The vocal directors should be musicians fluent in sight-reading and must have a
base knowledge in music theory to best communicate with the cast members and
tackle these vocal pieces. Like I mentioned earlier, this show needs to be musically
front-loaded due to the sheer amount of harmonies and complicated vocal numbers.
With this in mind, I will be looking for at least one vocal director with piano expertise
who can serve as the rehearsal pianist. In a perfect world, I’d love to have all of the
vocal directors fluent in piano, but I recognize that this ask isn’t always feasible.
I will be looking for vocal directors with experience leading choirs, teaching
vocal pieces, or serving on prior VD a-staff positions. During the VD interviews, I
will test the VDs by asking them to teach me a piece of the Spamalot music using
both plain terms and music terms so that I can gauge whether they are capable of
teaching musicians and non-musicians in the cast.
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I hope to implement VD office hours next semester as well, giving VDs and
castees the opportunity to practice one-on-one with a VD in the Old Cabell practice
rooms. Hopefully, this can be initiated during non-rehearsal hours and also when
certain VDs and cast members have off-nights.
c. Choreographers – 3-4
Since this show is as a showstopper in terms of various dance styles and large
company numbers, I will look for 3-4 choreographers. The vision and cleanliness of
dance numbers in this show is invaluable to the success of this show and I want to
make sure my choreography team has the ability to handle this challenging task. As a
dancer myself, I will look for choreo team members who don’t mind boundary
crossing or allowing me to contribute to some dance numbers. I want choreographers
who are creative and don’t rely on the Broadway choreography for exact moves, but
rather organize figurations by adjusting to the space of the stage and capabilities of
the cast members.
Spamalot includes Broadway, tap, jazz, disco, Salsa, and Rumba, so I will look
for at least 2 choreographers who have extensive experience in Broadway and jazz,
since these styles lend themselves to fluency in disco, Salsa, and Rumba. I will be
excited if potential candidates do indeed have experience in those niche styles, but it
is not necessary. Regarding tap choreographers, I will look for at least one tap
specialist, but it will be bonus if I can find two proficient tappers with the ability to
teach even non-tapping cast members.
Since I have served on choreo for Spectrum’s performance of Blonde, I recognize
the importance of teachability even to non-dancers. I will test the choreo candidates
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by asking them to teach me a dance using plain terms so that I can gauge their
patience and ability to communicate to non-dancers.
d. Stage Managers – 2
Stage managers are crucial members of the artistic staff that bridge the gap
between tech, cast, and a-staff. I will leave the deliberations for stage managers to
Allie but will request brief descriptions about her final candidates so that we can
choose stage managers who best fit both of our needs. I will rely on the stage
managers to send daily rehearsal update emails to the heads of tech, a-staff, prod,
and pit, much like stage managers within the drama department do. I believe that
this organization system improves communication between the spheres of
production and helps nip miscommunications in the bud.
e. Pit Director – 1
I believe that the pit director is an integral member of the artistic staff. I
want the pit director to be involved in the casting process from auditions to
deliberations. This inclusion allows the pit director to ask music questions
firsthand while simultaneously lending a different and valuable musical expertise
from the vocal directors. Like the staff of Kiss Me Kate included Ben Dooley in
their casting processes, I hope that including my pit director from the beginning
will make the cast more comfortable asking direct questions about orchestrations
and music complications.
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13. Personal Issues
a. Other Commitments
This upcoming semester I am taking the lowest course load of my entire college
career in anticipation of devoting my fullest attention to directing for FYP.
Thankfully, my hardest semesters are in my past and I am now able to focus on both
classes and activities that I enjoy, so, I look forward to devoting attention to FYP next
semester. In the case that I do have a lot of work, I will make sure I get my homework
done before rehearsal so that I can be present the entire time. I will refrain from
stepping out of the room because I recognize that this impacts the cast’s attention
span and view of the legitimacy of the rehearsal.
Regarding the potential reboot of Once Upon a Mattress in the fall, if I were to
get Spamalot, I wouldn’t think twice about quitting my commitment to the drama
department.
I must also address the elephant on the page (it’s not in the room)… I have a
personal friendship history with our producer, Travis Short. We are no longer close
friends and the matters of that severance remain between us, but I look forward to
working with him and the rest of FYP in a professional capacity next semester.

b. Directing/Theatre Experience
My passion for entertainment and performing began with a sleeve of Oreos, my
first-grade teacher, and a heated dentist appointment. As I consumed America’s
favorite cookies for a tooth health promo, I discovered my career path. Regardless of
my parents’ military aspirations, their backgrounds instilled in me the work ethic and
creativity necessary to succeed in show business.
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Since then, I’ve been in over 25 productions of plays and musicals and 11 short
films. I qualified for the International Thespian Festival in 11th grade and earned the
highest score on my monologue presentation. Last summer, I had the privilege of
studying at the Stella Adler Studio of Acting in NYC, and this summer I look forward
to attending either the Terry Knickerbocker or Maggie Flanigan Studios for continued
Meisner training. Moreover, I have a passion for the arts that will never stop and I
foresee myself pursuing a lifelong career in show business as a result.
I have not had explicit experience on an a-staff except for choreographing Blonde
for Spectrum, but that was just a one-man show. What I lack in a-staff experience, I
gain in other arts involvements. I am one of the only theatre people at UVa to have
experience in SOTL, Spectrum, FYP, Labshort, Filmmakers Society, and the Drama
Department. I know what works and what doesn’t work in a production and I want to
lend that expertise to FYP. I have performed in productions with all of the
aforementioned CIOs and will bring my combined experience to the directing
platform.
As far as directing experience goes, I directed two Chekhov scene performances
at Stella Adler last summer, have taken both Directing I and II with Dave Dalton, and
directed many scene performances through my studies at my performing arts high
school.
To exponentiate on my acting experience at UVa, I immediately got involved in
FYP in the Fall of 2017. FYP rapidly become my heart and home: First Year Players.
It was through FYP that I was afforded arts connections and opportunities across
grounds that I otherwise would never have indulged in. FYP gave me the platform to
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hit the ground running with two lead roles in two semesters: Fastrada in Pippin (Fall
2017) and Reno Sweeney in Anything Goes (Spring 2018). I have since served as
Social Chair and Historian as an upperclassman.
In addition to FYP during my first year, I became heavily involved with Student
Council’s Arts Committee, LabShorts, and Filmmakers Society. As a committee
member, I help market and plan such events as the Student Arts Networking Night,
Student Arts Fund, and Student Arts Spotlight. For LabShorts and Filmmakers
Society, I have been opportune to star in 11 student films, including both short and
feature films. I am currently working on a web series with film students in LA and I
look forward to future opportunities with the aspiring directors and producers with
whom I have already worked with.
In Fall 2018, I portrayed Mercutio in Kristen Barrett’s interracial rendition of
Romeo + Juliet with Shakespeare on the Lawn. It was during this time that I also
prepared for the Southeastern Theatre Conference in October 2018 as an actor/singer.
I passed SETC screenings and went onto professional auditions this past month as
one of three performers representing UVa. It was through SETC that I was offered
and accepted into the Stella Adler Studio of Acting Summer Conservatory.
Last spring semester, I played Logainne SchwarzandGrubenierre (AKA
Schwarzy) in the Drama Department’s production of The 25 Annual Putnam County
th

Spelling Bee. Last fall I played W in Lungs and this semester I had the privilege of
“workshopping” Winnifred in the mainstage production of Once Upon a Mattress
until COVID-19 cancelled it.
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I joined Arts Scholars in May 2018 and have since maintained organization
activism by taking CASS 1010 and 1011 and serving as the Marketing Chair for this
past year. I helped transform my role as Marketing Chair by instituting a weekly
MAS Newsletter complete with arts event updates, casting information within the
MAS community and university as a whole, and updating a MAS calendar for arts
happenings around grounds.
c. Leadership Experience
Throughout high school, I served many leadership positions to include Student
Council Representative, National Honors Society President, and President of the
Drama Club. In college, I have held leadership roles in FYP (Social Chair, Historian),
Miller Arts Scholars (Marketing Chair), Student Council (Arts Committee Member),
and Resident Advisor (3 years – Gibbons, Gooch, Metcalf-Lefevre).
I could continue listing leadership experience, but that doesn’t speak to my
leadership style or success. By nature, I am a people person and an empath who can
read a room well. I know how to make people feel included and gauge both the
strengths and weaknesses of participants. As a major in the McIntire School of
Commerce, I have logistical experience studying the nature of organizational and
managerial behavior from a psychological perspective.
I have been lauded by both my professors and past employers for being able to
leverage people’s strengths and weaknesses on a team and knowing when and how to
delegate tasks to certain people. One of the best pieces of knowledge I learned from
my studies at McIntire involves introversion vs. extraversion. As an extrovert myself
I need to be aware of my presence in a room and how often I speak, recognizing that
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my ideas will naturally be heard louder and more dominantly; meanwhile, introverts
often have the most profound and observant solutions, yet rarely are heard.
My leadership style moving into directing Spamalot will capture a coaching style.
I want to ask each of FYP’s stakeholders (tech, pit, cast, general members, prod) what
their big picture goals are and how I can best facilitate their growth within this
production toward that goal. I believe that that intuition is my ultimate responsibility
as a leader.
d. Directing Style
“Be friendly in rehearsal and a friend outside of rehearsal” - Lawrence Simon
I want to command respect from my castees but I can only do that through
a commitment to being honest and upfront with them. The rehearsal space is a
professional space where we can have fun but we also need to work. I will keep
the castees on track by laying out the schedule for the week and denoting each
rehearsal with my expectations for what will get done. This system of holding
myself accountable for goals also holds my a-staff and castees accountable for
productivity, leaving room for goofiness if we accomplish the laid-out goals.
As an RA, I recognize that the castees are human beings with lives outside
of rehearsal. While I recognize that rehearsal is often a time to let loose and cope
with the struggles of life, I want them to be able to relax and not harbor any
frustrations or drama. Regardless of the rehearsal space, I will place a large glass
bowl outside each rehearsal room with a pad of sticky notes next to it. Before
entering the room, the castees and a-staff alike must write down something on the
list that’s bothering them and crunch it up inside the bowl. I want them to be able
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to figuratively and literally leave their frustrations outside the room so that they
can best focus on forgiving themselves for being human beings within the
rehearsal room and even better connect with the emotional lives of their
characters. It’s all about being present.
I will further gauge the beginning of each rehearsal by fielding the tension
of the room and whether or not a slow stretching session, meditation, or recitation
of highs and lows is necessary before the rehearsal begins. Before each actual
rehearsal starts, we will engage in ensemble-building Meisner partner-work
exercises. I have been keeping a list of my favorite partner work and ensemblebuilding exercises for the past 3 years in preparation for directing so that I can
best prepare the cast to truly work together onstage and get to know each other
from a community-building aspect.
Like I mentioned above, I enjoy further encouraging cast bonding through
Dave Dalton’s line-switching exercise during the first-read through. During the
first read-through, I will also encourage my actors to take notes via Katie
Mitchell’s directing approach. This approach entails asking questions and writing
facts about the world of Spamalot (for example), wherein they write questions
they have about their characters, other characters, and situations they’re put in
while writing facts that they know to be true about the world.
In order for my actors to truly step into the shoes of the 1975 character and
Spamalot character, I need to begin with dramaturgy about the 70s and introduce
my idea for Spamalot tangentially to that. I look forward to spending the first
week without roles working on dramaturgy and character-building, helping my
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actors create imagined, yet believable circumstances in which they can actualize
their role.

14. Backup Show
If the rights to Spamalot are rescinded and are no longer available, my backup show
would be Mamma Mia. I picked Mamma Mia not only to stay in the same 70s-era vibe
regarding costuming, but more importantly, to keep a show that’s fun and refreshing.
Mamma Mia is a party onstage and off, much like Spamalot is and I’d want to allow my
castees an opportunity to let loose and have fun after the Coronavirus Pandemic. Mamma
Mia is a much more female-centric show and I would want to explore the relationships
and sisterhood between the female characters and cast members in the same way that I
want to challenge the perception of females in Spamalot. This backup show will be
pursued in the off-chance that Spamalot is ultimately unavailable.
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